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and other advanced machines to all the savagery of cmliza
tion in fact   and the effects upon native life cannot but be
most disturbing
All native life even the fish seems to be in danger of
extinction by other animals or by man himself Several
exotic animals have become pests The rabbit (or Belgian
hare) was introduced by sportsmen but became so prolific
and widespread that both the kangaroo and the sheep had to
retire in many areas Optimistic but fruitless efforts have
been made to confine its ravages by countless miles of wire
netting Howe\er the rabbit has become an asset as the
basis of a big felt and fur industry and during the war \\as
an important item of food The starling which came to
combat orchard pests remained to prey on the fruit The
blackberry introduced by garden enthusiasts now threatens
the farms and fern gullies of the south east The alien
prickly pear cactus was claiming half a million acres of land
per year until the caterpillar of the moth CactoUastu
cactorum effectively destroyed it and restored 6000000
acres to use Even the camel introduced for transport service
in the dry lands the donkey and the Indian buffalo taken
to the north as a farm animal have run wild
Australia is in general far more dependent upon its flocks
and herds than upon its vegetable crops The gross value of
all pastoral production in 1939-40 was £A94 millions and
the average value of pastoral exports for* the years 1936-40
was £A67 millions Sheep breeding for the production of
wool is the greatest rural industry although dairy farming
and cattle raising are also of considerable importance Here
again the main control is that of rainfall As the rainfall
gradually diminishes towards the interior agriculture and
mixed farming give way to the sheep The 10 inch rainfall
line marks the approximate boundary of the pastoral areas

